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Flexi-Screen

Acoustic Pods

Nova Screens

Delta Screens

Concept Screens

Safeguard Screens

Morton Screens

Budget Screens

Mobi Screens

Acoustic Wall Panels

Elite Desktop Screens

Omega Desktop Screens

Acrylic Desktop Screen range

Modular Protection Screens

NOVA
ACOUSTIC
SCREENS
BRING A TOUCH OF LUXURY INTO YOUR OFFICE SPACE

Add a soft, luxurious
screen without losing
any of the sound
aborbing properties that
are vital in any office
environment.

DESIGN

The Nova Screen is manufactured using a
solid 18mm core with a double-layer of
12mm fire retardant foam both sides. Each
screen is then upholstered in your chosen
fabric colour.

FINISH

The Nova Screens have a simple design
that makes a big impact. Finished with
smooth rounded edges and a durable black
BLAZER LITE

X2

edging the screens are built for both style
and longevity.

UPGRADE

An upgraded option available allows us to
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offer 2 different fabric collections and a
total of 51 different colourways. The fabric
collections are either 100% recycled

www.rapind.com

polyester (X2) or 100% Wool (Blazer Lite)

revitalising open office environments with modern design

DESIGN
Each Delta Screen is manufactured using a
solid 18mm core with a double-layer of
12mm fire retardant foam both sides. Each
screen is then upholstered in your chosen
fabric colour.

BREATHE NEW
LIFE INTO

FINISH
Within the Delta Screen range there are
various styles and shapes available from
Wavetop to Cloud, each available in a wide
selection of fabric colours. Each screen is
finished with a blue piped edging and

OUT-DATED
OFFICE

rounded corners for a softer look and
stylish appearance.

UPGRADE
Supplied as standard with stabilising feet

DESIGNS

which can be swapped to castor feet to
allow the screen to be portable. The option
to upgrade to a wider range of fabrics is
also available

UNIVERSE
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CANOPY

Concept Office Screens
CONCEPT 2 & 3 PANELS

The Concept acoustic office screens off a modern take on the standard office screen
with the ability to choose more than 1 fabric colour.

FABRIC RANGES
DESIGN
WOVEN

The Concept 2 & 3 panels allow a choice of up to 3 fabric
colours per screen. The screen has a solid 18mm core and a
12mm foam layered on both sides to help with noise.
Choose from the Woven & Universe fabric range.

UNIVERSE

FINISH
A black, white or silver powder coated aluminium frame
encases the colourful acoustic panels.
Finally, select the fabric colours to fit with your existing
colour scheme.

UPGRADE
Trip and wheelchair friendly stabilising feet are supplied
with each of the Concept Screens.
However, if you wish for a portable screen, upgrade to the
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portable castor wheels.

Opt for a printed
acrylic section with
the 3 panel
Concept Screen.
Add a custom print
of your choice for
a personalised
finish.

A N T I B A C T E R I A L
H I G H

C L A S S

P A R T I T I O N S

SAFEGUARD SCREENS
TESTED AND IS RESISTANT TO E COLI, MRSA & SALMONELLA, AND WILL NOT SUPPORT THE
GROWTH OF ANY BACTERIA.

ENHANCED WITH
ANTI-BACTERIAL
FABRIC EFFECTIVE
AT PREVENTING
THE SPREAD OF
HARMFUL
BACTERIA
DESIGN

FINISH

UPGRADE

A solid 18mm core upholstered with a REACH

Safeguard screens are available in both

Various feet options are available for the

compliant treated fabric in a wide range of colours.

freestanding and desktop sizes, both offering

freestanding Safeugard screens, with castor

The powder coated frame applied contains active

the sanitised technology and finish. The sleek

wheels being a popular choice for creating a

silver ions to create an antibacterial screen that

aluminium framing provides a linking channel

colourful, easy to clean portable solution.

adds to any workplace aesthetic.

allowing the screens to be joined together in 2, 3
and 4 way configurations.

GARBE ANTIBACTERIAL
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MORTON
OFFICE SCREENS

FREESTANDING & DESKTOP
ACOUSTIC SCREENS

STRAIGHT
CURVED
WAVETOP
DESKTOP

Upholstered with a fabric
colour of your choice from the
Woven or Universe range

WOVEN

UNIVERSE

DESIGN
The Morton Acoustic Office screens are
manufactured with a solid 18mm core and a

Frame Options
Black

12mm foam layered on both sides.

White

Choose from the extensive fabric options

Silver

available from the Woven & Universe range.

Each frame selection will be provided
with matching stability feet.

FINISH
A black, white or silver powder coated
aluminium frame encases the acoustic panel
& allows you to link the screens together.
Finally, select the fabric colour to fit with
your existing colour scheme.

UPGRADE

All screens are made in
the UK, by Rap Industries

Black or grey trip & wheelchair friendly
stabilising feet are supplied with each
screen. The castor wheels are available as
an upgrade option, which make your
Morton Screen in to a portable partition.
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Morton Vision
The Morton Vision offers a unique
concept with a combination of an acrylic
& acoustic/laminate panel

Made in the UK,
by Rap Industries

DESIGN
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The Morton Vision Screens are
manufactured with a clear or frosted acrylic
top panel.
The base is solid 18mm core and a 12mm
foam layered on both sides or white gloss
easy clean laminate
Choose from the extensive fabric options
available from the Woven & Universe
range.

FINISH

Woven

A black, white or silver powder coated
aluminium frame encases the acoustic &

Choose from the
following frame options:

acrylic panel.
Finally, select the fabric colour to fit with
your existing colour scheme.

Black

Choose your Morton Vision

White

Screen as a freestanding or
desktop style.

Silver

Universe

UPGRADE
Black or grey trip & wheelchair friendly
stabilising feet are supplied with each
screen. The castor wheels are available as
an upgrade option, which tansform your

Made in the UK,
by Rap Industries

Morton Screen in to a portable partition.

Morton
Printed
Office
Screens
Add your own artwork for full customisation
Finished with a matte or gloss laminate
Black, white or silver frame options

DESIGN
The Morton Printed Office screens are
manufactured with a solid 18mm core
and finished with a print of your choice.
Design an image, a colour or branding
details - use the space as a blank
canvas.

LINK YOUR
PRINTED PANELS
TOGETHER WITH
THE SUPPLIED 2
WAY LINKING
STRIP

FINISH
A black, white or silver powder

TRIP &
WHEELCHAIR
FRIENDLY
STABILITY FEET

coated aluminium frame encases the
solid personalised printed panel.
Your design is printed with high
quality inks to provide a bold
statement screen.

UPGRADE
Your screens are supplied with black
or grey stabilising feet which can be

PRINTED WITH HIGH
QUALITY INKS

upgraded to castor wheels for a
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portable solution.

MORTON LAMINATE
W H IT E GL O SS & G RE Y M AT TE L AM IN AT E
Freestanding & desktop designs available

DESIGN
The Morton Laminate Office screens are
manufactured with a solid 18mm core and
finished with a white gloss or grey matte
laminate.
The white gloss laminate can accept
white board pens for an easy clean finish.

FINISH
A black, white or silver powder coated
aluminium frame encases the solid easy
clean laminate panel.
Optional laminate colours are available on
request.

UPGRADE
Trip & wheelchair friendly stability are
supplied with each screen. However, the
feet can be upgraded to castor wheels for
a portable solution.

WHITE GLOSS

GREY MATTE

ALTERNATIVE COLOURS
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
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BUDGET
ACOUSTIC

Utilise the Budget Acoustic freestanding screen range to create
bespoke pods or display as a stand alone office screen

Available Designs

DESIGN
Each Budget Acoustic Screen is
manufactured using a solid 18mm core

- Curve

- Medical (laminate)

- Wavetop

with a layer of 12mm fire retardant foam
both sides. Each screen is then upholstered
in your chosen fabric colour.

Fabric
Collections

FINISH
With a choice of black or grey edging and a
wide selection of fabrics. Each of your
Budget Acoustic Office Screens can be
customised to suit and compliment your
surrounding office design.

Woven

UPGRADE
LINK YOUR SCREENS

Your screens are supplied with black or

TOGETHER WITH THE

grey stabilising feet which can be upgraded

SUPPLIED 2 WAY
LINKING STRIP

to castor wheels for a portable solution.
The option to upgrade to a wider range of

Universe

fabrics is also available
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BUDGET
MEDICAL

The Budget Medical Screen uses a wipe clean
finish, suitable for all medical environments,
offices & workplaces.

DESIGN
The Budget Medical Screens are
manufactured with a solid 18mm core and
finished with a white gloss.
The white gloss laminate can accept
white board pens for an easy clean finish.

FINISH
Each white gloss screen is completed with a
black edging and matching black stability
feet.

UPGRADE
Black trip & wheelchair friendly stability feet
are supplied with each screen. However, the
screen can be portable with the option of
castor wheels.

MAKE NOTES WITH
WHITEBOARD PENS
FOR TRAINING &
EDUCATIONAL
PURPOSES
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Acoustic
OFFICE PODS

INNOVATIVE
SOLUTIONS TO
MAKE THE MOST OF
ANY OPEN PLAN
ENVIRONMENT

DESIGN

Our Acoustic Pods utilise a wide range of the
acoustic screens we offer, with each screen using
either a single or double layer of 12mm
acoustically tested foam as well as a solid inner
core. Various heights and widths of acoustic pods
are offered, with each designed for purpose and
the ability to be used in any environment.

PROVIDE YOU WITH A
SOLUTION THAT'S
PROVEN TO WORK IN
ABSORBING SOME OF
THE NOISE IN YOUR

FINISH

With each Acoustic Pod consisting of different
screens from across our ranges the finishes vary
from pod to pod. However, each pod is
manufactured by us here in the UK using top
quality materials to ensure that every order is of
the same high standard.

OFFICE
ENVIRONMENT,
WHICH ALLOWS YOU
TO WORK MORE
EFFECTIVELY AND

UPGRADE

Each of our Acoustic Pods are manufactured to
order, giving the ability to completely customise
your order. From fabric and trim colours to
acrylic finishes and foot options, the Pod can be
designed to suit your requirements.

WOVEN

UNIVERSE

WITHOUT
DISTRACTION.
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THE PERFECT
ADDITION TO ANY
WORKSPACE TO
ULTIMATELY CREATE
A QUIETER AND MORE
PRODUCTIVE
ENVIRONMENT

Zenith
Acoustic
Wall Panels

DESIGN
The Zenith acoustic wall panels utilise a

VARIOUS SHAPES & SIZES
PROVIDE A NEW, MODERN
TAKE ON A TRADITIONAL

frameless style to give a soft edge and
finish. The range includes various
different shapes and sizes, not only
bringing something new to acoustic
panelling but also providing you with
custom options.

WALL BOARD, WHILST

FINISH

STILL OFFERING
FANTASTIC ACOUSTIC
BENEFITS

Each panel consists of a solid core
topped with 12mm acoustically tested
foam which is then upholstered in your
chosen fabric range and colour. Panels
can be easily attached to the walls
without the use of complicated fittings.

UPGRADE
Available in 2 fabric ranges, the Zenith
panels can be purchased in a wide range
of colours so you can choose a colour to
match your branding or mix and match to
create a unique design.

WOVEN

UNIVERSE
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ELITE
DESKTOP
DIVIDER

an eye-catching

monochromatic style

that helps increase

productivity and

concentration

DESIGN
Each Elite desktop screen is manufactured using
black powder coated aluminium edging to give a
sophisticated and sleek look. The half acrylic half
laminate finish adds both style and functionality,
making the screens easy to clean.

FINISH
The white gloss laminate base adds not only a
clean look but also provides a drywipe surface
that is completely wipeable. The half and half
layout with clear acrylic section provides privacy
while still allowing light to flow through.

UPGRADE
As standard the screens are supplied with our
drill-through clamps. The option to upgrade to
our easy-fix desktop clamps (image below) which
fit simply to the edge of the desk and are inserted
into the edging of the screen.

Easily
The clean finish and bold

join
screens

statement will take your

together
using

office design to the

linking
next level

strips
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SLIMLINE

STYLISH

AFFORDABLE

A SIMPLE
Omega Screens are manufactured using
a solid 18mm core with either a layer of
12mm fire retardant foam both sides or
an 8mm pinnable board. Each screen is
then upholstered in your chosen fabric
colour.

With two style options; straight or
wavetop, we've kept the design of the
Omega Screens simple but effective.
With a non-linking black or grey edging
all round and desk fittings that fit into
the screen to keep everything neat.
Radius corners also offer a smooth and
stylish finish.

Upgrades are available for the Omega
Screens in the form of the Universe
fabric, which opens up a wider range of
colours. Each screen is supplied with a
set of drill-through clamps which can be
upgraded to an easy-fix clamp instead.

WOVEN

UNIVERSE

SOLUTION FOR
CREATING
PRIVACY IN BUSY
OPEN PLAN
ENVIRONMENTS

Shield

Screens

easy to use and clean,
versatile dividing
solution that can be
used on any surface,
desktop or workspace

DESIGN
Shield desktop screens have
been designed to be used without
the need of clamps or desktop
attachments. The clear acrylic round
base allows the screens to be
positioned on any flat desktop surface
at any time, meaning that the
screens can be moved to various
locations as required.

FINISH
The clear acrylic finish used not
only makes the screens 100%
transparent but also completely
wipeable and easy to clean. The grey
PVC framework gives the screens a
robust finish, whilst also providing the
ability to link screens together as
well as a dual acrylic base to
minimise the number
required.

Without the
use of clamps,
you’ll be able
to position the
screen on to
any table, at
any point.

UPGRADE
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Within the range 2 heights are
available, 600mm and 800mm, to
provide maximum coverage and
stability. Frosted acrylic is also
available if this finish is preferred.
Double connectors are provided
when planning to use the screens
connected for a secure fitting.

ACRYLIC DESKTOP DIVIDER
SEPARATES WORKSTATIONS
WITH 5MM CLEAR ACRYLIC

Easy clean surface

DESIGN
The Acrylic Desktop Screen provides a transparent
desktop divider, made with 3mm acrylic.
The curved edged offer a soft finish and safely
divide desktop and workspaces.

FINISH

EASY FIX
DESKTOP
CLAMPS

The clear acrylic ensures full visibility across
the office, letting natural light shine through.
The supplied desk clamps easily fit to any
worktop sizes 17mm - 44mm.

"GOOD QUALITY ACRYLIC
GUARDS WHICH WERE
EASY TO FIX TO THE DESK"
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SNEEZE SCREENS
ACRYLIC DESKTOP DIVIDER
Slimline, clear acrylic desktop screens to divide & separate
open work spaces into individual desk space.

Made in the UK

Light weight, modern &
securely fixes to desk

DESIGN
The Desktop Sneeze Screens have been designed
with 3mm clear acrylic, and framed with a grey
robust PVC edging.
When secure to the desk, you can connect various
screens for a configuration suited to the desk space.

FINISH
Clear acrylic desktop screens with a grey edging.
The supplied poles match the frame with a silver
aluminium.
The poles have 4 hanging points to allow for
bespoke configuration

FIXINGS
To secure the dividers, each screen is supplied
with drill through fixings.
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Compatible with
the Modular
Protection Screens

Modular
Protection
Screens

CLEAR OR
FROSTED
ACRYLIC

Create a bespoke configuration with the Modular Protection Panels.
The unique pole allows you to design a configuration of screens into
different shapes & variations. A flexible style to ensure the Modular
Protection Panels can be suitable for any space.

DESIGN
The Modular Protection panel uses a 3mm
acrylic encased inside a grey PVC frame.
Supplied with aluminium poles with 4 hanging
points which allow for a custom build and
various configurations.
To provide maximum security, the Modular
Protection Panels have 400mm round bases. Our
bases are trip and wheelchair friendly.

FINISH
Select from a clear or frosted acrylic. The clear is
transparent and the frosted finish adds more
privacy.
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USEFUL INFORMATION

USE THE PANELS
LANDSCAPE OR PORTRAIT
COMPATIBLE WITH THE
DESKTOP SNEEZE SCREEN

Flexi-Screen

sturdy &
stylish
room
dividing
solution

FINISH
The Flexi-Screen is available in
four finishes; woven fabric, loop
nylon fabric , drywipe laminate
and custom print. There's an
option for every desired use,
whether that be to display or
simply partition. Every panel is
double sided as standard in
your desired finish.

DESIGN
Manufactured using a solid core, topped
with your chosen surface and finished
with a sleek grey PVC edging. Fitted with
360 degree hinges, the system has been
designed to be flexible as well as robust.
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UPGRADE
Upgrade the castor wheels to a rubber
wheeled option, perfect for extra grip on
smooth surfaced floors.. Both castor options
are lockable to minimise movement once
your screen is in place. The 2 way linking
channel provided on the end panels allows
you to link and expand your screens.

LAMINATE

WOVEN

LOOP NYLON

PRINTED

partition screen
training device
social distancing measure
display board
teaching aid
room divider
simple backdrop

IBOM

DESIGN
Mobi room dividers have been created to
provide a versatile, lightweight, portable
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screening solution. The concertina design
allows you to simply fold and store the
screen while the castor wheels make it
easy to move when required.

FINISH
Each panel is manufactured with a slimline
aluminium edging and supplied with
optional stabilising feet which can be
attached to provide additional strength. A
choice of 3 heights are available.

UPGRADE
Available in 4 different finishes; easy to
clean laminate, anti-bacterial Garbe
fabric, Loop Nylon fabric or custom printed
graphics provided on both sides

LAMINATE

GARBE

LOOP NYLON

PRINTED

EASY TO
FOLD,
MOVE &
STORE

